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The characterization of
hippocampal theta-driving
neurons — a time-delayed mutual
information approach
Songting Li1, Jiamin Xu2, Guifen Chen2, Longnian Lin2, Douglas Zhou3 & David Cai1,3,4
Interneurons are important for computation in the brain, in particular, in the information processing
involving the generation of theta oscillations in the hippocampus. Yet the functional role of interneurons
in the theta generation remains to be elucidated. Here we use time-delayed mutual information to
investigate information flow related to a special class of interneurons—theta-driving neurons in the
hippocampal CA1 region of the mouse—to characterize the interactions between theta-driving neurons
and theta oscillations. For freely behaving mice, our results show that information flows from the
activity of theta-driving neurons to the theta wave, and the firing activity of theta-driving neurons
shares a substantial amount of information with the theta wave regardless of behavioral states. Via
realistic simulations of a CA1 pyramidal neuron, we further demonstrate that theta-driving neurons
possess the characteristics of the cholecystokinin-expressing basket cells (CCK-BC). Our results suggest
that it is important to take into account the role of CCK-BC in the generation and information processing
of theta oscillations.
In the rodent hippocampus, the theta wave (4–12 Hz) is a dominant rhythm of local field potential (LFP) during
ongoing locomotive activities such as active exploration (AE)1–3 and rapid-eye-movement (REM) sleep4–6. Theta
waves have been associated with various cognitive functions, in particular with learning7, 8, memory9–11, and
spatial navigation12, 13. Despite the functional importance of theta oscillations14–17, the mechanism underlying
the theta generation remains to be elucidated. The medial septum-diagonal band of Broca has been commonly
accepted as the ultimate generator of theta waves18. However, how theta waves emerge from neuronal activities
is yet to be clarified.
Interneurons in the hippocampus may play an important role in the generation of theta waves19–21. In early
studies, according to characteristic firing patterns relative to theta waves, inhibitory theta neurons were first
identified in the hippocampal CA1 area of freely behaving rats22–24. Later many other types of interneurons were
identified whose temporal firing activities correlate with theta waves in both anesthetized and freely behaving
animals25–27. In particular, various types of interneurons, including basket cells (BC), axo-axonic cells (AAC),
bistratified cells (BIC), oriensalveus/lacunosummoleculare cells (OLM), and cholecystokinin-expressing basket
cells (CCK-BC), have been observed to fire phase-locked to theta waves with different phases27, suggesting their
distinct dynamical roles in information processing.
In a recent experiment, a special class of interneurons, referred to as the theta-driving neuron, has been
recorded in the hippocampal CA1 area of freely behaving mice28. These neurons fire in a rather reliable
theta-bursting pattern with high firing rates around 90 Hz during active exploration and they fire preferentially
locked to the ascending phase of theta waves. In contrast to other theta-locked interneurons, only theta-driving
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neurons show strong Granger causal (GC) influence on the theta band of LFP, and this influence persists over
various behavioral states. In general, GC analysis is limited to linear systems29, 30; it is yet to assess the validity of its
application to neuronal systems as they can be highly nonlinear31. However, the GC result suggests the possibility
that theta-driving neurons are involved in the generation of theta oscillations. To further ascertain this possibility,
it is necessary to devise a novel data analysis to circumvent the limitation of the GC analysis.
In this work, we apply time-delayed mutual information to investigation of the relation between theta-driving
neurons and theta waves. In contrast to GC, as it can only capture linear features of a system, this information
theoretic approach is valid in any systems even when the underlying interactions exhibit substantial nonlinearity.
According to our data analysis results at present, we find that, insensitive to behavioral states, theta waves only
share high mutual information with the firing activity of theta-driving neurons. In contrast, there is little mutual
information shared between theta waves and non-theta-driving interneurons, and between theta-driving neurons
and other bands of LFP oscillations. The direction of information flow suggests an information transfer from the
firing activity of these theta-driving neurons to the theta wave, contributing predominantly to the generation of
theta oscillations.
As mentioned above, various types of interneurons, including BCs, BICs, AACs, OLMs, and CCK-BCs, fire
phase locked to theta waves, sharing similar firing features with theta-driving neurons recorded in our experiment28. Unlike theta-driving neurons, these types of interneurons have been well characterized based on their
bio-markers, the location of their cell bodies, and the target location of their axons. In our previous experiment28,
theta-driving neurons have been identified based on their in vivo firing activity only. The question of which type
of interneurons theta-driving neurons belong to is yet to be examined. Here we perform realistic neuron simulations to investigate the identity of theta-driving neurons from a candidate set of five interneuron types of BCs,
BICs, AACs, OLMs, and CCK-BCs. Our simulation results are consistent with the scenario that theta-driving
neurons are CCK-BCs involving in the generation and information processing of theta oscillations.

Results

In this section, we first investigate the relationship between theta-driving neurons and theta waves. We then
address the question of which interneuron type theta-driving neurons belong to via realistic simulations of a CA1
pyramidal neuron model. We compute the time-delayed mutual information for causal inference between the
experimentally measured theta wave and firing activity of a theta-driving neuron, as well as those between the
experimentally obtained theta wave and the simulated subthreshold membrane potential of the realistic pyramidal neuron model induced by a theta-driving neuron.

Interaction between theta-driving neurons and theta waves. Among the ~150 theta-locked putative interneurons recorded from the mouse hippocampal CA1 area, six theta-driving neurons were identified
during mouse exploration28. A GC analysis29 was employed to distinguish theta-driving neurons from other
theta-locked interneurons28. It was shown28 that theta-driving neurons could generate strong Granger causal
influence from their firing activity to LFP signal within the theta band. In contrast, the firing activity of other
theta-locked interneurons were influenced by LFP signal in the GC sense. Note that GC analysis is in general
applicable to linear systems30 while the interaction between neuronal activity and LFP signal can be highly nonlinear31. Therefore, further investigation of the validity of the interpretation of the GC results is required. For
instance, how strongly do theta-driving neurons interact nonlinearly with theta waves? How to characterize consequences of this nonlinear interaction? In which way do theta-driving neurons drive the theta wave? We attempt
to address these questions in this section.
To select the theta component, a power spectrum analysis is performed on both the firing activity of a
theta-driving neuron and the simultaneously recorded LFP signal. There is a strong peak in both power spectra
near 8 Hz (Fig. 1A), indicating a substantial theta rhythm in both signals. In addition, the distribution of the
inter-spike intervals (ISI) of theta-driving neurons is bimodal, with one sharp peak around 5 ms and the other
broad peak around 70 ms (Fig. 1B). The bimodal nature of the ISI distribution reflects the intraburst and interburst firing patterns of theta-driving neurons with a reliable theta-rhythmic burst of 5–15 spikes per theta cycle.
By filtering the LFP signal with the theta band of 4–12 Hz to obtain a theta wave, we observe that the theta-driving
neuron tends to fire in the ascending phase of the theta wave (Fig. 1C and Supplementary Fig. S1).
To confront the possibility that the interaction between theta-driving neurons and theta waves could be highly
nonlinear, we apply the information theoretic approach to study the causal dependence between the firing activity
of theta-driving neurons and the corresponding theta wave. As discussed in the Introduction and detailed in the
Materials and Methods, we use the time-delayed mutual information to reveal the information flow between the
firing activity of theta-driving neurons and the corresponding theta wave derived from the LFP signal.
Typical data length in our analysis is 10–30 s, which is sufficiently long in comparison with the correlation
time of the neuronal firing activity and the corresponding theta wave, which is less than 500 ms (Fig. 2A). We
construct the probability distributions related to these two signals. Note that the distribution of the firing activity
of theta-driving neurons is binary while the distribution of the amplitude of the theta wave is continuous. The
amplitude of the theta wave is discretized into 30 bins. We then simply count the occurrence of each value from
the time series of neuronal firing activity or the theta wave, respectively. The accuracy of the estimated probability
distribution depends on the discretization level of the theta wave amplitude, the total number of data points,
and the sampling rate of data in the experiment28. We comment that the conclusions below are insensitive to
the variation of the number of discretization level from 30 to 100 as long as the data length used for probability
construction is longer than 10 s.
Using the constructed probability distributions, we compute the time-delayed mutual information between
the firing activity of theta-driving neurons and the corresponding theta wave during the active exploration (AE)
state. As shown in Fig. 2B, the firing activity of a theta-driving neuron shares a substantial amount of mutual
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Figure 1. Properties of a theta-driving neuron. (A) Power spectra of a theta-driving neuron’s firing activity
(blue) and the LFP signal (red). (B) The bimodal distribution of the ISI of the theta-driving neuron. (C) The
time series of the theta-driving neuron’s firing activity and the corresponding theta wave. The time of each spike
is indicated by a gray vertical line and the theta wave is plotted in black color. The theta-driving neuron tends to
fire in the ascending phase of the theta wave.

information with the theta wave. The value of time-delayed mutual information is substantially greater than the
significance level (permutation test, p < 0.05). It exhibits an oscillatory pattern with frequency close to the theta
band and decays to zero as the time-lag between the two signals increases. The oscillatory pattern results from the
periodic behavior of the firing activity of the theta-driving neuron and the theta wave, and the decay of mutual
information results from the fact that the neuronal signals are not perfectly periodic and have finite memory.
Meanwhile, as shown in Fig. 2C, the firing activity of a non-theta-driving neuron shares little mutual information
with the theta wave during the AE state. The value of mutual information is below the significance level (permutation test, p < 0.05) and it exhibits no discernable regular features. We note that the peak amplitude of the
mutual information associated with the theta-driving neurons is one order of magnitude larger than those associated with non-theta-driving neurons, indicating there is a strong shared component of information between a
theta-driving neuron and its corresponding theta wave in contrast to non-theta-driving neurons. Time-delayed
mutual information functional profiles for other theta-driving neurons and non-theta-driving neurons can be
found in Supplementary Figs S2 and S3, respectively. To quantify the significance of the mutual information
measure, we define the theta index as the ratio of the peak amplitude in the mutual information as a function of
time-lag to the significance level. All theta-driving neurons have a substantially greater theta index, ranging from
4.9 to 61.5 (n = 6), than non-theta-driving neurons, whose theta index ranges from 1.1 to 1.2 (n = 4) (Fig. 2D).
Therefore, unlike non-theta-driving neurons, all the theta-driving neurons recorded in the experiments28 indeed
interact strongly with the theta wave.
To investigate the interaction between a theta-driving neuron and waves of different frequency bands, we filter
the LFP signal recorded during the AE state with the delta band (1–4 Hz), the beta band (12–30 Hz), the gamma
band (30–100 Hz), and the ripple band (100–250 Hz) to obtain the delta wave, the beta wave, the gamma wave,
and the ripple wave, respectively. We then compute the time-delayed mutual information between the firing
activity of a theta-driving neuron and the waves of different frequency band respectively. From Fig. 3A, it is clear
that the firing activity of a theta-driving neuron shares a substantially higher amount of information with the
theta wave than with other waves. The peak amplitude of the mutual information with the theta wave is one order
of magnitude larger than those corresponding to the delta, beta, gamma, and ripple waves (Fig. 3B). In this case,
permutation test result shows that the mutual information associated with the beta, gamma, and ripple waves are
significantly below their significance levels while the mutual information associated with the delta wave fluctuates
around its significance level. Except for the case of the theta wave, all mutual information as a function of time-lag
can be characterized as noise without any discernable regular features. Therefore, a theta-driving neuron interacts
predominantly with the theta wave rather than the waves of other frequency bands during the AE state.
To further study the interaction between a theta-driving neuron and the theta wave over different brain states,
we separate a wake-sleep cycle into four characteristic behavioral states of active exploration (AE), quiet waking
(QW), rapid-eye-movement (REM) sleep, and slow-wave sleep (SWS). As shown in Fig. 4, just as with the AE
state, a theta-driving neuron also shares a substantial amount of mutual information with the theta wave in the
REM, QW, and SWS states, far above the significance levels (permutation test, p < 0.05). Therefore, in all these
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Figure 2. Interaction between theta-locked interneurons and theta waves in the AE state. (A) Auto-correlation
of the theta-driving neuron’s firing activity (blue) and the corresponding theta wave (red). (B) Time-delayed
mutual information between the firing activity of a theta-driving neuron and the corresponding theta wave. (C)
Time-delayed mutual information between the firing activity of a theta-locked non-theta-driving neuron and
the theta wave. In (B,C), we plot the mutual information as a function of time delay (blue) and its significance
level (red). (D) Theta index for theta-driving neurons as well as non-theta-driving neurons. Blue bars and red
bars indicate the mean and the range of theta index values for the six theta-driving neurons and four non-thetadriving neurons, respectively.
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Figure 3. Interaction between a theta-driving neuron and waves over different frequency bands in the AE state.
(A) Time-delayed mutual information between the waves of different frequency bands and the firing activity
of a theta-driving neuron. The waves of the theta band (4–12 Hz) (blue), the delta band (1–4 Hz) (red), the beta
band (12–30 Hz) (yellow), the gamma band (30–100 Hz) (purple), and the ripple band (100–250 Hz) (green) are
obtained by filtering the original LFP signal. (B) Zoom-in of A but without the case of the theta band.
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Figure 4. Interaction between a theta-driving neuron and the theta wave over different behavioral states. Timedelayed mutual information (blue) between the theta wave and the firing activity of a theta-driving neuron in
the state of (A) REM, (B) QW, and (C) SWS. The red dashed line indicates the significance level.

behavioral states, a theta-driving neuron interacts strongly with the theta wave. We note that the shared component of information decreases from the AE and REM states to QW and SWS states (Fig. 4), which is consistent
with the decrease of the power intensity of theta rhythm from the AE and REM states to QW and SWS states28.
To identify the direction of information flow between a theta-driving neuron and the theta wave, we examine the sign of the peak time-lag, which is the time-lag when the time-delayed mutual information reaches its
peak amplitude (global maximum). We find that for five of the six theta-driving neurons the peak time-lag is
−19.2 ± 3.0 ms (mean ± standard deviation) for the AE state. A negative peak time indicates that information
is transferred from the firing activity of interneurons to the theta wave, thus driving the theta wave from the
viewpoint of information transfer. In other words, the information embedded in theta waves in the hippocampus
could originate from the firing activity of theta-driving neurons.
Out of the six theta-driving neurons examined, there is one theta-driving neuron that has a positive peak
time about +1 ms. This particular neuron is thus likely influenced by the theta wave instead of the other way
around. The influence could come indirectly from activities of other neurons that transfer information to both
the theta wave and the activity of this neuron. If a neuron transfers information faster to the theta wave than to
this theta-driving neuron, then the effective direction of information transfer could be from the theta wave to
this neuron. Furthermore, we note that the mutual information as a function of time-lag for this neuron also
exhibits a decaying oscillatory pattern (Supplementary Fig. S2F) with multiple local peaks at negative time lags.
Similar to the case of the other five theta-driving neurons, these local peaks are likely to be induced by common
memories shared in the neuronal activity and the theta wave. However, we cannot rule out the possibility that
this theta-driving neuron also transfers information through its firing activity to the theta wave with a time delay
signified by the local peaks. Theoretically, transfer entropy32 was developed to eliminate the effect of common
history. However, in practice, the curse of dimensionality caused by the long-time memory together with the
requirement of stationarity renders transfer entropy rather difficult to implement for our data as well as in many
common experimental setups. We will further address the issue of transfer entropy in the Discussion section.
Because we cannot ascertain whether this theta-driving neuron contributes to the generation of theta waves, we
will exclude it in the following study.

Classification of theta-driving neurons. In the previous section, we have shown that a theta-driving neu-

ron interacts predominantly with the theta wave and the interaction is insensitive to behavioral states. The direction of information flow further indicates that five of the six theta-driving neurons drive theta waves. Although
we have characterized the theta-driving neurons through interactions of their firing activity with theta waves, the
question of what type of interneuron these theta-driving neurons belong to remains to be answered. In this section, we undertake the task of using realistic neuron simulation to classify theta-driving neurons as a particular
type of interneurons, i.e., the identity of theta-driving neurons.
In early studies, interneurons of the BC, AAC, BIC, OLM, and CCK-BC types have been observed to fire
phase-locked to theta waves27. Because theta-driving neurons also fire phase-locked to theta waves (Fig. 1C
and Supplementary Fig. S1), it is natural to consider these five types of interneurons as candidates for our
theta-driving neurons recorded in the experiment28. The interneurons of the five candidate types differ markedly
in their postsynaptic dynamics and axonal target locations33, 34. The corresponding modeling parameters for each
of these candidate interneuron types are introduced in Materials and Methods. The morphology of the realistic
postsynaptic pyramidal neuron model adapted from refs 35–51. is shown in Fig. 5A. Using an individual spike
as the input to the pyramidal neuron with the postsynaptic dynamics and location corresponding to a particular
type of interneuron, our detailed neuronal simulation can generate the corresponding hyperpolarized postsynaptic membrane potential transients of the pyramidal neuron. As shown in Fig. 5B, the postsynaptic membrane
potential transient induced by an interneuron of each candidate type displays distinct rise and decay time scales.
In the two-dipole model17, theta waves are generated by the interaction between two currents (dipoles)
received by pyramidal neurons, i.e., perisomatic inhibition and distal dendritic excitation52, 53. Consistent with
the two-dipole model, our previous results indicate that theta-driving neurons could be perisomatic interneurons, which shape theta oscillations. To further isolate theta-driving neurons to one of the five interneuron candidates, our key assumption is that only theta-driving neurons can induce a postsynaptic membrane potential
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Figure 5. Classification of theta-driving neurons via realistic neuron simulations. (A) Morphology of the
realistic CA1 pyramidal neuron model. Colored dots indicate the input locations of interneurons–AAC
(purple), BC (red), CCK-BC (blue), BIC (yellow), and OLM (green). (B) Hyperpolarized somatic voltage
trace of the pyramidal neuron in response to an individual input spike from an interneuron of each candidate
type. (C) A spike train of a theta-driving neuron recorded in the experiment. (D) Computationally obtained
hyperpolarized somatic voltage trace of the pyramidal neuron in response to the input from an interneuron of
each candidate type. In our simulation, we assume that the spike train in C as the input to the pyramidal neuron
is from an interneuron of one of the putative types with its input location and synaptic dynamics modeled with
the corresponding parameters. (E) The theta wave obtained through filtering the LFP signal recorded in the
experiment in the presence of the spike train of the theta-driving neuron shown in C. (F) Dependence of the
time-lag of time-delayed mutual information between the experimentally recorded theta wave in E and the
computationally obtained membrane potential induced by an interneuron of each type in D. (G) Peak time
vs. interneuron type–peak time is the time-lag at which the time-delayed mutual information as a function of
time-lag reaches its peak amplitude. Blue thick bars indicate the mean values of the peak time and red thin bars
indicate the range of the peak time over 5 theta-driving neurons. (H) The firing probability of a theta-driving
neuron as a function of the theta phase. In A, B, D, F, colors label different candidate interneuron types.
change that further transfers information to theta waves. By using the experimentally recorded spike train of a
theta-driving neuron (Fig. 5C) as the input to the realistic pyramidal neuron at the specific dendritic locations
(Fig. 5A) in combination with distinct synaptic dynamics (Table 1) for each of the five interneuron candidates,
we can simulate the corresponding hyperpolarized membrane potential trace in the pyramidal neuron (Fig. 5D)
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Type

Rise Time (ms)

Decay Time (ms) Axon Location

Distance* (μm)

BC

1.8

13.7

soma

0

AAC

0.8

11.2

axon

25

BIC

2.0

16.1

dendrite

150

OLM

6.2

20.8

dendrite

300

CCK-BC

0.73

6.8

soma

0

Table 1. Synaptic parameters of theta-driving neuron candidates. *Here the distance is measured from the
soma of the pyramidal neuron.

induced by each candidate interneuron. We emphasize that the input spike trains for the five cases are identical.
The difference between the five thus obtained membrane potential traces arises from the different input locations
and synaptic dynamics. In addition, we notice that the simulated membrane potential of the pyramidal neuron
exhibits theta-rhythmic oscillations (Fig. 5D). This theta-rhythmic somatic hyperpolarization is induced by the
spike train of a theta-driving neuron which is recorded in the presence of the theta wave. This simulation result is
consistent with an early experimental observation54 that intracellular theta-rhythmic hyperpolarization in pyramidal neurons can occur in the presence of extracellular theta waves.
We next compute the time-delayed mutual information between the computationally obtained membrane
potential of the pyramidal neuron (Fig. 5D) and the experimentally recorded theta wave (Fig. 5E) to obtain a
mutual information curve for each of the five interneuron candidates. As shown in Fig. 5F, given the spike train
of one specific theta-driving neuron (Fig. 5C), only the time-delayed mutual information between the theta wave
and the membrane potential induced by CCK-BC yields a negative peak time-lag, indicating that only CCK-BC
can consistently induce a potential information transfer from the activity of the pyramidal neuron to the theta
wave.
We further compute the time-delayed mutual information between the simulated membrane potential of the
pyramidal neuron and the theta wave using data recorded in multiple non-overlapping time segments. For each
of such time segments, we obtain the peak time-lag of the time-delayed mutual information for each interneuron
type. In Fig. 5G, we show that only the time-delayed mutual information for CCK-BC yields consistently a negative peak time-lag, indicating that only CCK-BC can induce a potential information transfer from the activity
of the pyramidal neuron to the theta wave. This result suggests that the theta-driving neurons recorded in the
experiment28 fall into the category of CCK-BC.
To further support our hypothesis that the theta-driving neurons are of the CCK-BC type, we perform the
Hilbert transform of theta waves to obtain their phase in order to investigate the relation between the firing
probability of a theta-driving neuron and the theta phase. As shown in Fig. 5H and Supplementary Fig. S1, the
theta-driving neurons fire preferentially in the ascending phase of the theta wave. We note that the firing probability of these neurons as a function of theta phase is similar to that of the CCK neurons observed in an early
experiment27, 55. This further corroborates our hypothesis. However, it should be pointed out that the early experiment55 was performed in anesthetized rats, different from ours, which was performed in freely behaving mice.
From the results of our realistic neuron simulations, we hypothesize that the recorded theta-driving neurons
belong to the CCK-BC type of interneurons. However, the validity of our conclusions relies on the model we use.
The realistic pyramidal neuron model used above is merely a representative of pyramidal neurons. Therefore,
sensitivity analysis is required to investigate how robust our conclusions are with respect to model parameters.
The most important parameters in the model include the hyperpolarization-activated cation channel density gh,
the potassium channel density gK , the sodium channel density gNa, the axial cytoplasmic resistance Ra, and the
passive membrane resistance R m. The values of these parameters in our model are derived from refs 39–51. We
change each of these parameters from 10% to 1000% of the values we used above to examine the robustness of our
conclusions. As shown in Fig. 6, varying each of the five parameters while fixing the remaining four parameters at
the normal values as above results in a negative peak time of the time-delayed mutual information for CCK-BC.
However, the peak time for other four interneuron candidates of BC, BIC, AAC, and OLM can vary from a positive to a negative value with large fluctuations, contradicting with our assumption that information flows consistently from postsynaptic membrane potentials to theta waves. In particular, the change of cation channel density
gh will lead to a substantial change of positive peak time even for CCK-BC (see asterisks in Fig. 6). It is consistent
with early experiments56 which showed that the cation channel plays an important role in theta oscillations. In
addition, the strength of the inhibitory conductance and the value of the inhibitory reversal potential for each
interneuron type can vary over a large physiological range57. Therefore, we further vary the inhibitory conductance strength gI from 10% to 1000% and increase the inhibitory reversal potential VI from −10 mV to +10 mV
with respect to the values we used above, and we find that the peak time of the time-delayed mutual information
for CCK-BC stays almost unchanged and remains negative (Fig. 6). A pyramidal neuron in vivo may maintain its
membrane potential at a high level after receiving numerous excitatory and inhibitory synaptic inputs. In such a
state, the role of active dendritic conductances could differ from that in the state in our simulation. To account for
this possibility, in our simulation, we also set the resting potential of the pyramidal neuron 10 mV greater than the
value we used above (close to the firing threshold), and we find that our conclusion remains robust.

Discussion

Hippocampal theta oscillations may be a substrate for cognitive computation. It is important to understand how
information is processed through the interaction between interneurons and theta waves in the hippocampus.
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In this work, we have applied time-delayed mutual information to investigate the interaction between the theta
wave and the firing activity of theta-driving neurons recorded in the hippocampal CA1 region of the freely behaving mouse. Our results have shown that the firing activity of theta-driving neurons shares a substantial amount
of information with the theta wave, and the information flows from the activity of theta-driving neurons to
the theta wave. The results suggest that theta-driving neurons transfer information to theta oscillations regardless of behavioral states. We further have performed realistic simulations of a CA1 pyramidal neuron model to
address the question of which interneuron type these theta-driving neurons belong to. In particular, we have used
time-delayed mutual information to analyze the information flow between the experimentally recorded theta
wave and the computationally obtained membrane potential trace induced by each of five candidate interneurons–the BC, the AAC, the BIC, the OLM, and the CCK-BC. Based on the consistency of information flow from
the activity of the pyramidal neuron to the theta wave, our analysis demonstrates that theta-driving neurons fit
the characteristics of the CCK-BC.
Time-delayed mutual information analysis was initially developed and applied in the study of physical systems58. Later it has been introduced into neuroscience to measure the information transport59 and to infer the
connectivity of neuronal networks60, 61. In contrast to many existing causal inference methods including Granger
causality and cross-correlation, time-delayed mutual information analysis can capture the direction of information flow from one signal to the other for any nonlinear system, and it does not rely on the prior knowledge of
the interaction form between the two signals. In addition, the quantity of mutual information is invariant under
any nonlinear smooth and invertible transformation of signals. This enables mutual information to quantify
the dependence of two signals independent of the measurement method of signals, even when the signals are
obtained after certain attenuation and nonlinear transformation. In this work, by using time-delayed mutual
information approach, we have characterized the interaction between theta-driving neurons and theta waves.
In contrast to GC analysis28 that was unable to rule out the influence of LFP signals on the firing activity of
non-theta-driving interneurons, here we have demonstrated that there is indeed no interaction between the
non-theta-driving neuron and the theta wave. From our results so far, there is a sharp boundary between the feature of theta-driving neurons and non-theta-driving neurons. In the future study, we will explore the possibility
of whether there exists intermediate types of theta related neurons by applying time-delayed mutual information
in a larger data set.
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In our work, we assumed that the signal of the neuronal activity or the LFP is a stationary process. The stationarity constrains the length of time series available for constructing the probability density function. The data
needs to be relatively short to ensure a stationary brain state and sufficiently long to ensure a convergent construction of probability distributions. The data length is also required to be much longer than the characteristic correlation time of the signal (about 500 ms in our case above) in order to eliminate the memory effect of the signal.
In our analysis above, we use data recorded during a single behavioral state to reasonably ensure stationarity with
lengths typically ranging from 10 s to 30 s for the construction of probability distributions.
Because of the stationarity constraint, time-delayed mutual information is a better analysis tool in a practical
setting than the other information theoretic approach known as transfer entropy32. Transfer entropy is a measure
of information transfer from signal X to signal Y after excluding the influence of the Y’s own history. In principle,
transfer entropy can eliminate the effect of common history of the two signals while time-delayed mutual information analysis cannot. In practice, however, transfer entropy requires much longer data lengths to construct the
high-dimension probability density distributions. The dimension of probability distributions in transfer entropy
is determined by the number of time lags between X and Y and that between Y and its own history, whereas
the dimension of probability distribution in time-delayed mutual information analysis is only two. Therefore,
compared with transfer entropy, time-delayed mutual information is a practicable approach under the requirements of stationarity and convergency of estimated probability distributions. Time-delayed mutual information
is capable of identifying the existence of the interaction between two signals, regardless whether the interaction
is linear or nonlinear.
The mechanism of the theta generation has been under active investigation over recent years. Experiments
have shown that the medial septal area plays an important role in the theta generation62. Theoretically, a mechanism has been proposed for the generation of theta waves as a consequence of a feedback loop involving the
medial septal area and hippocampus63. Therefore, theta waves may arise from the interaction between the pacemaker activity and resultant emergent dynamics in the network. Distinct from previous works, here we have studied the generation of theta waves from the viewpoint of information transfer. We emphasize that a theta-driving
neuron transfers information to the theta wave but may not necessarily set theta waves as pacemakers.
We have shown that theta-driving neurons recorded in our experiments potentially are the CCK-BC neurons,
because only CCK-BC out of the five types of candidate interneurons can consistently induce information flow
from the activity of the pyramidal neuron to the theta wave. We further notice that those putative CCK-BC neurons exhibit the following features. By computing the time-delayed mutual information between the postsynaptic
membrane potential induced by CCK-BC neurons and the theta wave, we observe that the value of the peak
time-lag, which is always negative, can be further clustered into two groups–one is around −3 ms and the other
is around −30 ms. For neurons with peak time-lag around −3 ms, they fire preferentially in the ascending phase
near crests of the theta wave (Supplementary Fig. S1A–C) while for neurons with peak time-lag around −30 ms,
they fire preferentially in the ascending phase near troughs of the theta wave (Supplementary Fig. S1D,E). The
different delay time of information transfer from the membrane potential to the theta wave implies that there are
possibly two distinct manifestations of the CCK-BC neurons in theta generation and information processing. It is
crucial to carry out further studies of the properties of the CCK-BC as well as other interneurons to understand
the detailed mechanisms underlying the generation and information processing of theta oscillations in the future.

Methods

Time-delayed mutual information. We use time-delayed mutual information to measure the functional
dependence between the firing activity of interneurons and theta waves. In general, mutual information characterizes common information shared between two signals64, 65. Given signals X and Y, the mutual information
between them is defined as
I (X , Y ) =

p(x , y )

∑ ∑ p(x , y ) log p(x )p(y ) ,
x

(1)

y

where p(x , y ) is the joint probability distribution of X and Y, p(x ) and p(y ) are their marginal probability distributions. In particular, I(X, Y) = 0 is equivalent to p(x , y ) = p(x )p(y ), i.e., two signals X and Y are independent if
they do not share information.
Mutual information is symmetric, i.e., I(X, Y) = I(Y, X). Therefore, it cannot be applied directly to detect
the direction of information flow between two signals. To overcome this limitation, we introduce a time-lag
parameter to capture information transfer between the two signals58. By calculating mutual information at various time lags, one can obtain a measure to infer the direction of information flow in general nonlinear systems.
Time-delayed mutual information as a function of time-lag τ is defined as
I (X , Y , τ ) =

p(x t , y

∑ ∑ p(x t , yt+τ ) log p(x ) p(ty+τ
x

y

t

)

t +τ

)

,

(2)

where p(x t , yt +τ ) is the joint probability distribution of X = x t and Y = yt +τ . A large amplitude of the mutual
information as a function of τ indicates the existence of functional interactions between two signals; the sign of
the time-lag τ at the peak amplitude can be used to infer the information flow direction, which can be further
interpreted as the direction of causality from the viewpoint of information transfer.
In contrast to cross-correlation or GC, which relies on linear characteristics of a system30, time-delayed mutual
information can be applied to quantify nonlinear systems, for instance, neural systems. In addition, the evaluation
of mutual information does not require any prior knowledge of the form of interactions and is invariant under
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any (nonlinear) smooth and invertible transformation of signals, i.e., independent of the method of the signal
measurement. Therefore, it can be reliably applied to study causal interactions between two signals as long as the
data length is sufficiently long for the construction of the probability distributions of the two signals.

Data analysis. The experimental protocols were approved by the Experimental Animal Ethics Committee
of East China Normal University (ethical review number AR201404009), and all experiments were performed in
accordance with the university committee’s guidelines and regulations. Extracellular signals are recorded in the
hippocampal CA1 area in freely behaving mice using a multi-electrode array. The experimental procedure follows
what is published in ref. 28. The recording generally lasts for several hours. The signals recorded from electrodes
are then filtered through preamplifiers to separate spike activity and LFP signal. Specifically, the spike activity
(sampled at 40 kHz) and the LFP signal (sampled at 1 kHz) are filtered online at 400–7000 Hz and 0.7–300 Hz,
respectively. Based on firing rates and the spike widths, spike sorting is carried out to classify each spike event to
a specific neuron. We filter the LFP signal with the theta band (4–12 Hz) to obtain theta waves. In this work, we
study the interaction between simultaneously recorded spike activity of interneurons and the theta waves.
At each moment of time, the neural activity is described by a binary variable indicating its firing or silent state.
The amplitude of the theta wave is a continuous variable but discretized here into discrete values using 30 bins. For
the data of spike activity and the theta wave, we estimate their joint probability distribution and the corresponding marginal probability distributions from their histograms. We have verified that our conclusions in the following are robust against the variation of the bin number from 30 to 100. To obtain reliable convergent probability
distributions, the data lengths used for the construction of probability distributions are longer than 10 s so as to
ensure there are more than 104 sample points for constructing each probability distribution. Then, we calculate
the time-delayed mutual information between the spike activity and the corresponding theta wave. Statistical
significance is obtained with a permutation test by randomly shuffling the data of spike activity using the function
randperm.m in MATLAB version 8.4. We shuffle the spike data 100 times and set the significance level as
p = 0.05.
Realistic neuron simulation.

We adapt the neuronal model in refs 35–51. for our realistic hippocampal
CA1 pyramidal neuron simulation. The morphology of the reconstructed pyramidal neuron, which includes 200
compartments, is obtained from the Duke-Southampton Archive of Neuronal Morphology38. The passive cable
properties and the densities of active conductances in the neuron model are based on published experimental
data obtained from the hippocampal and cortical pyramidal neurons39–51.
We perform the simulation of the realistic pyramidal neuron to isolate the type of theta-driving neurons from
a candidate set of five interneuron types, BC, BIC, AAC, OLM, and CCK-BC. The five candidate interneurons
are distinct in their postsynaptic dynamics and their axonal target locations33, 34. The local postsynaptic conductances are modeled as the difference of two exponential functions66. Parameters corresponding to each candidate
interneuron type are summarized in Table 1. In particular, BC and CCK-BC impinge on the soma of the pyramidal neuron with fast synaptic dynamics, BIC and OLM impinge on the apical dendrites with relatively slow synaptic dynamics, and AAC impinges on the axon with fast synaptic dynamics. The inhibitory reversal potential is
set as −78 mV and the resting potential of the pyramidal neuron is set as −65 mV.
We use the NEURON software Version 7.367 to simulate the model with time step of 0.1 ms. For each of the
five interneuron candidates, by using the experimentally recorded spike train of a theta-driving neuron as the
input to its corresponding axonal target location in the pyramidal neuron with its distinct synaptic dynamics (cf.
Table 1), we numerically obtain the corresponding hyperpolarized membrane potential trace in the soma of the
pyramidal neuron. We then analyze the time-delayed mutual information between the computationally obtained
membrane potential and the experimentally recorded theta wave to infer to which one of the five interneuron
types the theta-driving neuron belongs.

Data Availability. The datasets generated during and/or analysed during the current study are available from
the corresponding authors on reasonable request.
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Figure S1. The firing probability as a function of the theta phase for the six theta-driving neurons. Top is the reference
theta cycles. The firing probability is labeled with a distinct color for each neuron. A specific neuron is coded by the same
color as in Fig. S2.
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Figure S2. Interaction between a theta-driving neuron and the theta wave. Shown here is the time-delayed mutual
information between the firing activity and the corresponding theta wave as a function of time-lag for the six theta-driving
neurons. The time-delayed mutual information is color-coded: A color codes a specific theta-driving neuron and the
significance level is indicated by the red dashed line. A specific neuron is coded by the same color as in Fig. S1.
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Figure S3. Interactions between a non-theta-driving neuron and the theta wave. (A-D) Time-delayed mutual
information between the firing activity of a non-theta-driving neuron and its corresponding theta wave as a function of
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